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Definition: Usability

Usability tests identify areas where people struggle with a product and help you make recommendations 
for improvement. 

The goal is to better understand how real users interact with your product and to improve the product 
based on the results. 

The primary purpose of a usability test is to improve a design. In a typical usability test, real users try to 
accomplish typical goals, or tasks, with a product under controlled conditions. Researchers, stakeholders, 
and development team members watch, listen, collect data, and take notes. 

Since usability testing employs real customers accomplishing real tasks, it can provide objective 
performance data, such as time on task, error-rate, and task success. There is also no substitute for 
watching users struggle with or have great success in completing a task when using a product. This 
observation helps designers and developers gain empathy with users, and help them think of alternative 
designs that better support tasks and workflow. 



Definition: Evaluation

A product is a term for any item that has been developed and is useful to whom it was made for.

Educational Product Evaluation means that its suitability and safety for use by consumers are 

checked out to ensure usefulness and suitability for affective, psychomotor, social, and cognitive 

needs.









Accessibility
A prerequisite to usability: if users cannot gain access to the product, its usability is a arguable

Ease-of-use
Can the user exercise the functionality accurately and efficiently once its learned (includes 
accessibility issues)?
Can users use it safely?

Ease-of-learning
Can the user figure out how to exercise the functionality provided?

Ease-of-recall
Can the knowledge of operation be easily maintained over time?

Functional Suitability 
Does the product contain the functionality required by the user?

Functional Discoverability
Can the user “notice” the functions of a product?

Safety
Can the user operate the system in relative safety, and recover from errors?

Subjective Preference
Do user’s like using it?

Usability Factors
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